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ABOUT  From the golden age of romantic comedies, legwarmers and Pac-Man…XANADU is a classic tale 
of boy meets girl – except that girl is actually Greek muse “Kira” sent from the heavens to Venice 
Beach, California to help struggling artist, Sonny, achieve his greatest dream – to open the first 
ROLLER DISCO! When Kira falls into forbidden love with this mortal, her jealous sisters take 
advantage of the situation, and chaos [and hilarity] abound. This hysterical ‘80s musical adventure 
“rolls” along to a legendary hit score featuring “Magic,” “All Over The World,” “Suddenly,” “I’m 
Alive,” “Evil Woman,” “Have You Never Been Mellow” and “Xanadu,” to name a few.

Approximately 80 minutes, no intermission.RUN TIME

Recommended for children ages 12 years and older.

Please note that children under the age of 3 will not be admitted to the theater.
PARENTAL 

GUIDELINES

SONGS I’m Alive 
Magic 
Evil Woman 
Suddenly 
Whenever You’re Away from Me
Dancin’
Strange Magic
All Over the World
Don’t Walk Away
Fool
The Fall
Suspended in Time
Have You Never Been Mellow
Xanadu

KIRA – An ingénue with a great sense of humor. Kira is beautiful and adventurous;  
she is determined to help Sonny find his inspiration.  

SONNY – A frustrated artist who has lost his way. He is passionate, energetic and lovably naïve.

DANNY – An old-school song and dance man who is also a hard-nosed entrepreneur.  
Danny has lost touch with his artistic spirit but finds it again with Kira and Sonny’s help.

MELPOMENE – The Muse of Tragedy; Kira’s sister and the spiteful villain of our story.

CALLIOPE – Muse of epics; Kira’s sister and Melpomene’s not-so-bright sidekick.
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SYNOPSIS The year is 1980. We meet Sonny Malone as he works on a chalk mural in Venice Beach, 
California. He tells the audience that the piece is called “The Ancient Greek Arty Chicks” –  
a mural of Greek muses – but soon becomes frustrated with his work. As Sonny storms off, the 
mural comes to life (“I’M ALIVE”). As the Greek muses emerge from the wall, we are introduced 
to Kira, who announces she is there to inspire Sonny in his quest for artistic achievement. She is 
joined by her sisters Melpomene, Muse of Tragedy and Calliope, Muse of Epics. 

Sonny is on the brink of a breakdown when Kira – dressed in 80s disguise – finds him on the 
Santa Monica pier. Sonny tells her of his dream to open a roller disco, and she assures him she 
can help his dreams come true (“MAGIC”). 

Kira reconvenes with the muses and Melpomene questions her intentions with Sonny. Kira 
reassures her sister that she knows falling in love with a mortal is strictly forbidden. She asserts 
that her work with Sonny is purely selfish, as Zeus has appeared to her and told her that she 
will soon inspire a creation so wondrous she will be granted the gift of “Xanadu.”

After Kira leaves, Melpomene reveals to Calliope that she believes she is the rightful leader 
of the muses (“EVIL WOMAN”). The sisters decide to use their power to place a curse on Kira, 
causing her to fall in love with Sonny – an act punishable by death. 

With Kira’s help, Sonny finds the perfect place to open his roller disco at an old theater named 
The Xanadu (“SUDDENLY”). They meet with the landlord, Danny. Danny has a flashback to a 
girl he once loved named Kitty, who looks suspiciously like Kira (“WHENEVER YOU’RE AWAY 
FROM ME”). “Kitty” tells Danny that although he had let greed stop him from opening the 
theater 35 years ago, he can redeem himself by opening the roller disco with Sonny. 

Danny tells Sonny that if he can get the disco up and running by sunset, he will give him 25% 
of the profits (“DANCIN’”). Excited, Sonny agrees. Kira meets Sonny at the theater and the 
two get to work. Calliope and Melpomene appear and curse the couple, shooting them with 
the arrow of love (“STRANGE MAGIC”). With the help of muses, Kira and Sonny fix up the old 
theater (“ALL OVER THE WORLD”), and Danny is pleased with the result. Sonny kisses Kira in 
excitement. Feeling guilty, Kira tells Sonny she must leave him (“DON’T WALK AWAY”).

Meanwhile, a disguised Melpomene offers Danny a large amount of money to tear down the 
old theater to build condos. Unable to resist the lump sum, Danny agrees.

Back on Venice Beach, Kira admits to Melpomene that she has fallen in love with a mortal. The 
sisters urge Kira to tell Sonny the truth about her identity, and she does – but Sonny is unable 
to believe her (“FOOL”). Kira and the muses go back into the mural and leave Venice Beach 
(“THE FALL”). 

Danny tells a disappointed Sonny that the deal is off. Meanwhile, Kira waits to receive her 
punishment from Zeus (“SUSPENDED IN TIME”). Danny tells Sonny not to make the same 
mistake he did with “Kitty” 35 years ago. Sonny decides to find Kira – even if it means climbing 
Mount Olympus.

Kira meets Zeus on Mount Olympus. Zeus’s wives implore him to go easy on her (“HAVE YOU 
NEVER BEEN MELLOW”) and Zeus ultimately allows Kira to live. Soon after, Sonny arrives on 
Mount Olympus and declares his love for Kira in front of the Gods. Kira tells Zeus that she will 
give up her powers and immortality if it means she can love Sonny and express art on earth.  
Zeus announces that Kira has achieved Xanadu (“XANADU”).


